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BACKGROUND

1. Field

[0001] The present invention relates to additive manufacturing, and in particular, to a method and system for optimizing process parameters in an additive manufacturing process.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0002] Industrial use of metal additive manufacturing (AM) is becoming ever so common for manufacturing complex parts with high repeatability and performance. Use of AM technologies save time and resources, which are one of the advantages of AM over conventional manufacturing techniques.

[0003] As new materials enter the additive manufacturing world, it may be important to determine the optimal process parameters of an AM process to achieve the required objectives (properties) from the parts produced by the AM process. For example, a laser powder based AM process, such as laser powder-bed fusion (LPBF), may involve identifying a very large number of input process parameters for printing parts with required properties. These parameters may deal with, for example, laser variables such as power, velocity as well as other parameters such as layer thickness, part orientation, etc. Due to the large number of process parameters involved in this process, finding the optimal values of these process parameters may be challenging.

[0004] A first known approach to optimizing process parameters in an AM process involves using a random parameter approach with various parameter values to find the best parameters. Herein, a parametric study is performed to determine the effect of each parameter, where parameters are varied one by one while all other parameters are kept constant. Examples of this approach are disclosed in the following publications:


[0008] A second known approach involves employing a random parameter approach and then using a statistical design with response surface to find the optimal parameters. Examples of this approach are disclosed in the following publications:


Due to cost and time constraints, the above approaches may be applied to only a small number of process parameters. As AM processes allow the user to manipulate large number of process parameters, there exists a need to analyze the effect of these parameters in reaching the final optimal values.

SUMMARY

Briefly, aspects of the present invention relate to a method and system for determining and optimizing process parameters in an additive manufacturing process.

According to a first aspect, a method is provided for determining optimal values of significant process parameters in an additive manufacturing (AM) process for printing a part from a specified process material. The method includes defining a set of target output material properties to be optimized and identifying an initial set of process parameters pertaining to the AM process. The method includes a screening phase and an optimization phase. In the screening phase, a first plurality of experimental print runs is executed, based on a first experiment design applied to said initial set of process parameters. A first output response is obtained by measuring the target output material properties for each print run. Based on the first output response, from the initial set of process parameters, a subset of significant process parameters is determined that affect the target output material properties. In the optimization phase, a second plurality of experimental print runs is executed, based on a second experiment design applied to said subset of significant process parameters. A second output response is obtained by measuring the target output material properties for each print run. Based on the second output response, optimal values are determined for each significant process parameter in said subset of significant process parameters, for which a maximization or minimization of the target output material properties is predicted.

According to a second aspect, a computer-readable storage medium is provided that comprises computer executable instructions. When executed by at least one processor, the computer executable instructions perform a method as mentioned below. The method includes obtaining an initial set of process parameters and a set of target output material properties to be optimized, pertaining to an additive
manufacturing (AM) process utilizing a specified process material. In a screening phase, the method includes generating a first experiment design applied to said initial set of process parameters and communicating a first set of instructions pertaining to the first experiment design, for executing a first plurality of experimental print runs.

The method further includes obtaining a first output response by receiving a first set of measurement data comprising measured values of the target output material properties for each print run. The method then includes determining, from said initial set of process parameters, a subset of significant process parameters that affect the target output material properties, based on the first output response. In an optimization phase, the method includes generating a second experiment design applied said subset of significant process parameters and communicating a second set of instructions pertaining to the second experiment design, for executing a second plurality of experimental print runs. The method further includes obtaining a second output response by receiving a second set of measurement data comprising measured values of the target output material properties for each print run. The method then includes determining optimal values for each significant process parameter in said subset of significant process parameters, for which a maximization or minimization of the target output material properties is predicted, based on the second output response.

According to a third aspect, a system for additive manufacturing (AM) is provided for printing a part from a specified process material. The system includes a computational module, an AM module and a measurement module. The AM module is operationally coupled to the computational module, and is configured to print a part having a specified geometry by said AM process from said process material, in response to a set of instructions received from the computational module. The measurement module comprises one or more measurement devices for measuring output material properties of a part printed by the AM module. The computational module is configured to obtain a set of target output material properties to be optimized and an initial set of process parameters pertaining to the AM process. The system is configured to implement a screening phase, in which the computational module is configured to generate a first experiment design applied to said initial set of process parameters and communicate a first set of instructions to the AM module. The AM module is configured to execute a first plurality of experimental print runs based on the first set of instructions. The measurement module is configured to obtain a first
set of measurement data by measuring the target output material properties for each print run. The computational module is configured to obtain a first output response based the first set of measurement data received from the measurement module and, based on the first output response, determine, from said initial set of process parameters, a subset of significant process parameters that affect the target output material properties. The system is further configured to implement an optimization phase, in which the computational module is configured to generate a second experiment design applied said subset of significant process parameters and communicate a second set of instructions to the AM module. The AM module is configured to execute a second plurality of experimental print runs based on the second set of instructions. The measurement module is configured to obtain a second set of measurement data by measuring the target output material properties of each print run. The computational module is configured to obtain a second output response based the second set of measurement data received from the measurement module and, based on the second output response, determine optimal values for each significant process parameter in said subset of significant process parameters, for which a maximization or minimization of the target output material properties is predicted.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0018] The invention is shown in more detail by help of figures. The figures show preferred configurations and do not limit the scope of the invention.

[0019] FIG. 1 is schematic block diagram of a system for implementing aspects of the present invention;

[0020] FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating a computer-implemented method for screening and optimizing process parameters in an AM process according an embodiment of the present invention;

[0021] FIG. 3 illustrates an example of a factorial space in a fractional factorial design;

[0022] FIG. 4 illustrates an example of a factorial space in a first example of a
central composite design;

[0023] FIG. 5 illustrates an example of a factorial space in a second example of a central composite design; and

[0024] FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating an example embodiment of an optimization methodology.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0025] In the following detailed description of the preferred embodiments, reference is made to the accompanying drawings that form a part hereof, and in which is shown by way of illustration, and not by way of limitation, a specific embodiment in which the invention may be practiced. It is to be understood that other embodiments may be utilized and that changes may be made without departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention.

[0026] As additive manufacturing (AM) processes offer a large number of process parameters, it is a major challenge to identify and optimize the most important process parameters that truly affect the materials properties of interest. Using conventional methods to find the optimum value for all of the process parameters may require a large amount of resources. The methods known currently provide a selection of very limited number of process parameters from a specific AM process and perform a conventional optimization. In addition, the currently known methods do not enable a systematic identification of the most significant process parameters. The known optimization methods only consider a small number of process parameters (typically in the range of 3-5). Based on knowledge of typical AM processes, it is recognized that there may be a much larger number of parameters that can potentially affect the quality and properties of printed components.

[0027] To address at least the above problems, the present inventors have developed a statistical and experimental methodology to determine the optimum AM process parameters in order to maximize or minimize certain defined target output material properties of the printed parts. Target output material properties may refer to physical, mechanical and apparent properties. Examples of output material properties
that may be optimized include, for example, density, hardness, surface roughness, tensile strength, mechanical yield strength, stiffness, fatigue life, among others. The present method includes two phases, namely a screening phase for determining the most significant AM process parameters that affect a defined set of target output material properties, and an optimization phase that uses the results of the screening phase to determine optimal values for the significant process parameters for maximizing or minimizing the target output material properties. Breaking the problem into separate screening and optimization phases helps in the optimization of a large number of AM process parameters.

[0028] A non-limiting example embodiment of the present invention is described herein below. The illustrated embodiment pertains to a laser powder-bed fusion (LPBF) process. However, aspects of the present invention are not limited to any specific AM process and may be applied to various other AM processes, including many different powder layer based and non-layer based AM processes.

[0029] FIG. 1 is schematic block diagram of a system 10 for implementing aspects of the present invention. The system 10 broadly includes a computational module 11, an AM module 12 and a measurement module 13.

[0030] The computational module 11 may include at least one computer, which may be embodied in any of a number of forms, such as a rack-mounted computer, a desktop computer, a laptop computer, or a tablet computer. Additionally, a computer may be embodied in a device not generally regarded as a computer but with suitable processing capabilities, such as a Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), or any other suitable portable or fixed electronic device. Also, a computer may have one or more input and output devices, as known to one skilled in the art. In some embodiments, the computational module 11 may include a plurality of computers interconnected by one or more networks in any suitable form, including as a local area network or a wide area network, such as an enterprise network or the Internet, including a cloud network. Such networks may be based on any suitable technology, may operate according to any suitable protocol and may include, for example, wireless networks, wired networks or fiber optic networks.
The various methods or processes executed by the computational module 11 may be coded as software that is executable on one or more processors that employ any one of a variety of operating systems or platforms. Additionally, such software may be written using any of several suitable programming languages and/or programming or scripting tools, and also may be compiled as executable machine language code or intermediate code that is executed on a framework or virtual machine.

The AM module 12 may comprise an apparatus configured for carrying out an additive manufacturing process, which, in this example, is an LPBF process. Specific components of such an apparatus are known to one skilled in the art and will not be further described here for the sake of brevity. The AM module 12 is communicatively coupled to the computational module 11, and is generally configured to print (i.e., to additively manufacture) a physical part 15 having a specified geometry by the AM process from a specified process material, in response to a set of instructions 14 received from the computational module 11. The set of instructions 14 for each print run may specify, for example, a geometry of the part to be printed (e.g. in the form of a CAD file) and values for process parameters to be used for that print run. In the illustrated embodiment, the process material comprises a commercially available Hastelloy X powder. However, one skilled in the art would appreciate that the choice of a specific process material is not germane to the described methodology and a variety of other process materials could be employed.

The measurement module 13 may comprise one or more sensors or measurement devices for measuring output material properties of a part 15 printed by the AM module 12, in particular, for measuring set of target output material properties that are to be controlled. As an example, surface roughness of a printed part may be measured by a confocal laser scanning microscope. Hardness of a printed part may be measured, for example, by penetrating an indenter into the printed part under a defined load and measuring a depth of penetration, with a defined number of repeats for each sample. Density of a printed part may be measured, for example, based on a temperature corrected Archimedes water displacement method. For measuring other output material properties, the choice of an appropriate measurement technique will be readily apparent to one skilled in the art.
[0034] The computational module 11 is configured to receive measurement data 16 from the measurement module 13, either manually or electronically, and utilize the measurement data 16 for further computation steps.

[0035] Referring now to FIG. 2, a method 20 is illustrated in accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. The processing blocks of the method 20 may be executed by the computational module 11. The method 20 may be executed based on a specified process material and a defined set of target output material properties that are to be maximized or minimized. The process material, in this case, is a commercially available Hastelloy X powder. The set of target output material properties may include one or more physical, mechanical and apparent properties of a part to be printed. In the present example, the set of target output material properties include density, hardness and surface roughness. In other embodiments, fewer or more number of output material properties, or different target output material properties, may be considered. The process material and the set of target output material properties may be defined by way of a user input via a user interface. Alternately, either or both of the above may be predefined for a given execution of the method 20.

[0036] The method 20 broadly comprises a screening phase, designated as A, and an optimization phase, designated as B. As a desirable additional step, the method 20 may further comprise a validation phase, designated as C. The objective of the screening phase A is to determine the most significant process parameters which explain the observed variabilities in the output responses such as density, hardness and surface roughness of printed samples. These identified parameters would then be used in the optimization phase B to obtain the final optimal parameter values. The purpose of the validation phase C is to validate the optimized process parameter values with the expected or predicted output values of the responses, to evaluate the effectiveness of the optimization method and provide relevant confidence or prediction intervals.

[0037] With reference to FIG. 2, at block 21, an initial set of process parameters is obtained. As stated earlier, an AM process, particularly an LPBF process involve a large amount of process parameters which may influence the printed part quality. The
initial set of process parameters obtained at block 21 may therefore include a large number of process parameters or all known process parameters for the given AM process. The initial set of process parameters may be identified, for example based on historical knowledge and expertise pertaining to the specific AM process. The initial set of process parameters may be available in an existing database or may be received by way of a user input via a user interface.

[0038] In an LPBF based printing process, for each layer, the laser performs a pre-scan of the border edges known as pre-exposure, it then scans the core (center area) of the part and then the skin (border area) of the part. Next, a final scan on the border edges is performed and is known as post-exposure. In the illustrated embodiment, the initial set of process parameters includes at least one of the following: a pre-exposure parameter, a post-exposure parameter, a core parameter and a skin parameter. Examples of pre-exposure process parameters include pre-exposure laser speed, pre-exposure laser power, among others. Examples of post-exposure process parameters include post-exposure laser speed, post-exposure laser power, among others. Examples of core process parameters include core width, core overlap, core hatch distance, among others. Examples of skin process parameters include skin width, skin overlap, skin hatch distance, among others.

[0039] Furthermore, besides the four categories of process parameters mentioned above, the initial set of process parameters may include additional process parameters. Examples of additional parameters include layer thickness, orientation, support structure parameters, among many others. Layer thickness defines the movement of the build bed to accommodate for more powder before the next laser scan. Orientation is defined by the angle relative to the build direction where 0° corresponds to vertical samples while 90° corresponds to horizontal samples. Print location is considered by defining a radius from the center of the build substrate. Support structures are often used in additive manufacturing to ease the part removal. Two parameters namely, support height and area spacing may be included in the initial set of process parameters to be analyzed. Support height defines the minimum height of the samples from the substrate, while support area spacing defines the solid volume fraction within the support structure.
Still further, the initial set of process parameters may also include qualitative parameters (i.e., which cannot be numerically quantified). Examples of qualitative process parameters include part geometry (e.g., cylinder, cube, etc.), hatching strategy (e.g., stripe, chess, etc.), among many others, since it is recognized that such parameters also affect the material properties of a printed part.

Referring back to FIG. 2, the screening phase A begins at processing block 22 by generating a first experiment design applied to the initial set of process parameters. The first experiment design may comprise, for example, a response surface based method. In the illustrated embodiment, the first experiment design includes a two-level Plackett-Burman (PB) design. Alternate examples of response surface based methods that can be used in the first experiment design may include a full factorial design, a fractional factorial design, or a central composite design, among others. The inventors have recognized that a two-level PB design is advantageous over other experimental designs as it involves fewer number of print runs for a large number of process parameters. The illustrated PB design involves at least a “low” level and a “high” level of each of the parameters of the initial set of process parameters. In the illustrated embodiment, the design additionally includes a plurality of center point based experimental print runs, involving a “mid” or intermediate level for at least some of the parameters of the initial set of process parameters. In an example embodiment, in the screening phase A, the “low”, “mid” and “high” levels of the initial set of process parameters may be determined through analytical modeling. It should be noted that qualitative parameters, such as part geometry and hatching strategy in this example, may not have any “mid” value. Table 1, which is provided below for illustrative purposes, shows a list of initial process parameters, designated as $X_i, X_2, \ldots, X_n$, which have been categorized as pre-exposure, post-exposure, skin, core and additional parameters. Only some of the parameters have been described in detail in Table 1, it being understood that the parameters $X_i, X_2, \ldots, X_n$ may include one or more of the parameters described above, or still other parameters. Table 1 also shows example “high”, “mid” and “low” levels (values) for some of the parameters, it being understood that the values are non-limiting and meant for illustrative purposes only.
A two-level PB design involving only “high” and “low” levels of the process parameters results in \(k+1\) print runs, where \(k\) is the number of process parameters in the initial set of process parameters. In the illustrated embodiment, the initial set of process parameters includes 23 process parameters. The 23 parameters considered in the PB design would result in 24 runs. The illustrated embodiment involves 12 additional print runs involving center points. As part geometry and hatching strategy are qualitative parameters, they did not have center points.

However, for a complete analysis, all other 21 parameters had center points that
needed to be related to the qualitative parameters individually, thereby resulting in 12 center points. The total number of experimental print runs in this case is therefore 36. Center points allow a better estimate of the parameter effects and increase the degree of freedom of experimental design. In addition, center points may detect possible existing nonlinearity in the responses. Table 2 illustrates a two-level PB design for 23 process parameters \( X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_{23} \) with 12 center points, as per the present example. Herein, the “high”, “mid” and “low” levels are indicated as 1, 0 and -1 respectively.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Parameter code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( X_1, X_3, X_4, X_6, X_8, X_9, X_{11}, X_{13}, X_{15}, X_{17}, X_{19}, X_{21}, X_{23} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>( X_2, X_5, X_7, X_{10}, X_{12}, X_{14}, X_{16}, X_{18}, X_{20}, X_{22}, X_{24}, X_{26} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the design of the first experiment as illustrated above (Table 2), a first set of print instructions 14, A is generated, which may be communicated to the AM module 12. The first set of print instructions 14, A, in this case, specifies the number of experimental print runs (in this example, 36) and also specifies the level or
value of each parameter $X_i$, $X_2, \ldots X_n$ in the initial set of process parameters for each print run, as illustrated in Table 2. Based on the first set of print instructions, A, the AM module executes a first plurality of experimental print runs (in this example, 36 print runs). For each of these print runs, the defined set of target output material properties is measured at the measurement module. A first output response is thereby obtained from measurement data, A from the measurement module pertaining to the first set of experimental print runs. Based on the first output response derived from the measurement data, A, the processing block (see FIG. 2) involves determining, from the initial set of process parameters, a subset of significant process parameters that affect the target output material properties.

In one embodiment, the processing at block 23 may comprise performing a regression model fit of the measured output response of the first plurality of experimental print runs in relation to the process parameters of the initial set of process parameters. In the illustrated example embodiment, which is non-limiting, model fitting and data analysis may be done using regression analysis in R. For a detailed understanding on this subject, reference may be made to the following document: R Core Team, “R: A Language and Environment for Statistical Computing.” Vienna, Austria, 2013. In the present example, regression may be performed by fitting each response/output ($Y_i$) for input process parameters ($X_{ij}$) for factor ($i$).

After fitting the model and performing goodness of fit, several significance tests may be conducted to identify the most significant process parameters among all the process parameters. The hypothesis of no effect for each individual process parameter may be tested by computing a respective p-value. For a detailed understanding on the subject, reference may be made to the following document: C. F. J. Wu and M. Hamada, “Experiments: Planning, analysis, and parameter design optimization. 2000”.

The p-values may be used as a measure to decide the significance of individual parameters. In this example, p-value of less than 5% or 10% is used to identify the most significant parameters. It should be noted that the closer the p-values are to zero, the higher the significance of the parameters.
In the present embodiment, for example, the above analysis may identify \( X_{io}, Xu, Xi2 \) and \( X_{15} \) as significant process parameters affecting density. \( X_5, X_6, X_7, Xi5, Xi6 \) and \( Xi_8 \) may be identified as significant process parameters affecting hardness. \( X_5, Xio, X_{i1} \) and \( X_{15} \) may be identified as significant process parameters affecting surface roughness. In summary, the combination of these three analyses identifies a subset of 9 process parameters from the initial set of 23 process parameters. The 9 process parameters, namely: \( X_5, X_5, X_7, Xio, Xu, X_{12}, X_{15}, Xi_6 \) and \( Xi_8 \) are thereby determined to significantly affect the defined set of target output material properties, namely: density, hardness and surface roughness.

Next, in the optimization phase B, optimal values are determined for each of the significant process parameters determined in the screening phase A. The optimization phase B begins at processing block 24 by generating a second experiment design applied to the subset of significant process parameters which were determined at processing block 23. The second experiment design may comprise, for example, a response surface based method such as any of those mentioned above in connection with the first experiment design. In the present example, a full factorial design as applied to the set of 9 significant process parameters would result in \( 2^9 = 512 \) runs. A fractional factorial design would result in reduced number of experimental print runs than a full factorial design. For example, a resolution VI fractional factorial design with 9 factors results in \( 2^{9-2} = 128 \) runs. To provide enhanced estimation quadratic effects, a central composite design (CCD) may be used.

The second experiment design may also involve three levels of each of the significant process parameters, defined respectively by a “high” level, a “mid” level and a “low” level. FIG. 3 illustrates a factorial space 30 for a two-factor fractional factorial design. Herein the factorial space 30 comprises four corner points 31, 32, 33, 34 which are defined by a combination of “high” and “level” levels of the factors (parameters), and further comprises a center point 35 defined by “mid” levels of the factors (parameters). FIG. 4 illustrates a factorial space 40 for a first example of a CCD. Herein the factorial space 40 comprises four corner points 41, 42, 43, 44 which are defined by a combination of “high” and “level” levels of the factors (parameters), a center point 45 defined by “mid” levels of the factors (parameters), and further
comprises additional points 46, 47, 48, 49 that are outside the maximum and minimum levels of the factors (parameters). These additional points 46-49 are used for estimating curvature, and are typically calculated based on a multiple of ±1.414. In certain processes, values obtained from some of these additional points may not be accommodated. For example, the factor 1.414, when applied to laser power, may exceed the maximum allowable laser power for the AM process. A second example of a CCD is shown in FIG. 5. Herein the factorial space 50 comprises four corner points 51, 52, 53, 54 which are defined by a combination of “high” and “level” levels of the factors (parameters), a center point 55 defined by “mid” levels of the factors (parameters), and further comprises additional points 56, 57, 58, 59. In this case, the additional points 56-59 are located at the edges of the factorial space 50. The second example of CCD thus provides flexibility in accommodating the additional points 56-59 for estimating curvature while not exceeding allowable process limits.

[0050] While any of the designs illustrated in FIG. 3-5 can be used in designing the optimization experiments, the embodiment described herein employs the second CCD as shown in FIG. 5. The determined significant process parameters used for the CCD and their “low”, “mid” and “high” values are shown in Table 3. Again, only some of the parameters have been described in detail and quantified in Table 3, it being understood that the parameters and their levels (values) are non-limiting and meant for illustrative purposes only.

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>Mid</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$X_{15}$ Layer thickness (mm)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$X_{16}$ ...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$X_{18}$ ...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$X_{7}$ Skin Hatch Distance (mm)</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>$X_{5}$ ...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>$X_{6}$ ...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>$X_{12}$ ...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>$X_{10}$ ...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>$X_{11}$ Core Power (W)</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4 illustrates a second experiment design according to the second example of CCD (FIG. 5) for the 9 significant process parameters $X_5$, $X_7$, $X_{10}$, $X_{11}$, $X_{12}$, $X_{15}$, $X_{16}$ and $X_{18}$ as per the present example. Herein, the “high”, “mid” and “low” levels are indicated as 1, 0 and -1 respectively.

Based on the design of the second experiment as illustrated above (Table 4), a second set of print instructions 14, B is generated, which may be communicated to the AM module 12. The second set of print instructions 14, B, in this case, specifies the number of experimental print runs (in this example, 156) and also specifies the level or value of each parameter X5, ¾, X7, X10, X11, X12, X15, X16 in the subset set of significant process parameters, for each print run, as illustrated in Table 4. Based on the second set of print instructions 14, B, the AM module 12 executes a second plurality of experimental print runs (in this example, 156 print runs). For each of these print runs, the defined set of target output material properties is measured at the measurement module 13. A second output response is thereby obtained from measurement data 16, B from the measurement module 13 pertaining to the second set of experimental print runs. Based on the second output response derived from the measurement data 16, B, the processing block 25 (see FIG. 2) involves determining optimal values for each significant process parameter in said subset of significant process parameters, for which a maximization or minimization of the target output material properties is predicted.

In the present example embodiment, the processing at block 25 involves a simplex optimization method to obtain the optimal parameters values. As an example, the method may comprise performing a Nelder-Mead optimization on a fitted regression model of the measured output response of the second plurality of experimental print runs in relation to the significant process parameters. In general, a Nelder-Mead algorithm works on minimization of a function with n variables by choosing n + 1 points (P_i) in an n-dimensional space by constructing simplexes. For a detailed understanding of the algorithm, the following document may be referenced: J. A. Nelder and R. Mead, “A Simplex Method for Function Minimization,” *Comput. J.*, 1965. One skilled in the art would appreciate that alternate optimization techniques could be utilized to determine the optimal parameter values.

The objective of the optimization algorithm may be defined in terms of a desirability function. In the present embodiment, the defined set of target output material properties includes a set of three properties, namely: density, hardness and
surface roughness. In an exemplary scenario, a maximum value may be desired for
density and hardness while a minimum value may be desired for roughness. One
example approach may involve performing optimization on individual fits for various
responses. In another approach, using the sum of individual fits, where density and
hardness appear as positive terms while roughness appears as a negative term, may be
used to find the optimal values. A common approach is to define a desirability
function \( D \) which combines the individual fits from various responses. In this
approach, fits from various responses are normalized and multiplied with a power
function. For more a more detailed understanding of the above-mentioned desirability
function, reference may be made to the document: G. Derringer and R. Suich,

[0055] FIG. 6 illustrates an optimization method 60 according to one embodiment
of the invention. The method 60 starts with determining initial values of the
significant process parameters (block 61). In the present example, as the desirability
function \( D \) consists of a combination of multiple quadratic fits, an exhaustive search
with a large number of initial values may be performed by all possible combinations
of significant process parameters, to obtain the global optima. In the present
embodiment, five equally spaced initial value combinations, normalized between -1
and 1, are used for each significant process parameter. Subsequently, an optimization
may be performed, for example based on a Nelder-Mead algorithm or any other
method (block 62) for each initial value set until convergence is reached (block 63).
The above steps are repeated for \( n \) iterations (in this example, \( n = 5^3 \)) until all
possibilities are exhausted, after which a final parameter value is obtained (block 64).

[0056] Turning back to FIG. 2, as an optional feature, the method 20 may include
a validation phase C to validate the optimized input values with expected or predicted
output values of the responses to evaluate the effectiveness of the present
methodology and provide relevant confidence or prediction intervals. The validation
phase C thereby mitigates the risk resulting from the effect external factors and other
physical phenomena on the results obtained in the optimization phase B.

[0057] The validation phase C involves, at processing block 26, determining a
number of replicates (repeat print runs) required for the defined set of target output
material properties. The number of replicates necessary for each response are
dependent on the confidence level and effect size within the measurement. In a non-
limiting example embodiment, the number of replicates may be calculated as:

\[ n = (Z_\alpha + Z_\beta)^2 \sigma^2 / \delta^2 \]

where \( n \) is the number of replicates, \( \sigma \) is the standard deviation estimated
from the residuals, \( \delta \) is the expected error from the experimental measurements and
\( Z_\alpha, Z_\beta \) are the 97.5% quantiles of the normal distribution.

In this case, the number of replicates \( n \) may be determined separately for
each target output material property. The total number of replicates for a given set of
target output material properties may be determined based on the maximum
calculated value of \( n \). For example, if 8 replicates were determined each for hardness
and roughness while only 5 replicates were determined for density, the total number
of replicates necessary for the set density-hardness-roughness would be 8.

Based on the determined number of replicates at block 26, a third set of
print instructions 14, C are generated, which may be communicated to the AM
module 12. The third set of print instructions 14, C, in this case, specifies the number
of print runs (i.e., the number of replicates determined) and also specifies the
determined optimal values of each of the significant parameters X5, X7, X10, X11,
X12, X15, X16. Based on the third set of print instructions 14, C, the AM module 12
executes a third plurality of validation print runs (in this example, 8 print runs). For
each of these print runs, the defined set of target output material properties is
measured at the measurement module 13. A third output response is thereby obtained
from measurement data 16, C from the measurement module 13 pertaining to the third
set of validation print runs. Based on the third output response derived from the
measurement data 16, C, the processing block 27 (see FIG. 2) involves validating the
optimization based on a comparison of the third output response with a defined
prediction interval and/or confidence interval.

In general, it may be possible to validate a model based solely on
prediction intervals. However, as confidence intervals for expected mean values offer a much tighter bounds, it may be desirable to validate the experimental results with both the prediction and confidence intervals. In addition, comparing the observed mean of the validation response values with the confidence intervals provide information about the data skewness or bias. Confidence intervals may be calculated using any known statistical method, for example, as disclosed in the document: D. Montgomery, “Design and Analysis of Experiments”. 2001.

[0063] A further aspect of the invention may involve a production phase, in which a part having optimized target output material properties may be produced by an AM process from a specified process material. The production phase may involve executing one or more production print runs based on optimal parameter values of significant process parameters that are determined by a method according to any of the above-described embodiments.

[0064] Aspects of the present invention may be embodied as a computer readable medium or multiple computer readable media encoded with one or more programs that, when executed on one or more computers or other processors, perform methods that implement the various embodiments of the invention discussed above. As used herein, the term “computer-readable medium” encompasses only a computer-readable medium that can be considered to be a machine or a manufacture (i.e., article of manufacture). A computer-readable medium may be, for example, a tangible medium on which computer-readable information may be encoded or stored, a storage medium on which computer-readable information may be encoded or stored, and/or a non-transitory medium on which computer-readable information may be encoded or stored. Non-exhaustive examples of computer readable media include a computer memory (e.g. a RAM or a ROM), compact discs, optical discs, hard discs, magnetic tapes, flash memories, etc. The computer readable medium or media may be transportable, such that the program or programs stored thereon can be loaded onto one or more different computers or other processors to implement various aspects of the present invention as discussed above.

[0065] While specific embodiments have been described in detail, those with ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that various modifications and alternative to
those details could be developed in light of the overall teachings of the disclosure. Accordingly, the particular arrangements disclosed are meant to be illustrative only and not limiting as to the scope of the invention, which is to be given the full breadth of the appended claims, and any and all equivalents thereof.
CLAIMS

1. A method for determining optimal values of significant process parameters in an additive manufacturing (AM) process for printing a part from a specified process material, comprising:
   - defining a set of target output material properties to be optimized,
   - identifying an initial set of process parameters pertaining to the AM process,
   - a screening phase comprising:
     - executing a first plurality of experimental print runs based on a first experiment design applied to said initial set of process parameters,
     - obtaining a first output response by measuring the target output material properties for each print run,
     - based on the first output response, determining, from said initial set of process parameters, a subset of significant process parameters that affect the target output material properties, and
   - an optimization phase comprising:
     - executing a second plurality of experimental print runs based on a second experiment design applied to said subset of significant process parameters,
     - obtaining a second output response by measuring the target output material properties for each print run, and
     - based on the second output response, determining optimal values for each significant process parameter in said subset of significant process parameters, for which a maximization or minimization of the target output material properties is predicted.

2. The method according to claim 1,
   - wherein the first experiment design comprises a two-level Placket Burman design, involving at least a “low” level and a “high” level of each of the parameters of the initial set of process parameters,
   - wherein the number of first experimental print runs is at least k+1,
   - where k is the number of process parameters in the initial set of process parameters.
3. The method according to claim 2,
   - wherein the first experiment design additionally includes a plurality of center point based experimental print runs, involving a “mid” level for at least some of the parameters of the initial set of process parameters.

4. The method according to any of claims 2 and 3,
   - wherein said levels of the initial set of process parameters are determined through analytical modeling.

5. The method according to any of the preceding claims,
   - wherein determining the subset of significant process parameters that affect the target output material properties from the initial set of process parameters comprises performing a regression model fit of the measured output response of the first plurality of experimental print runs in relation to the process parameters of the initial set of process parameters.

6. The method according to any of the preceding claims,
   - wherein the second experiment design comprises a central composite design.

7. The method according to claim 6,
   - wherein the central composite design involves three levels of each of said significant process parameters, defined respectively by a “high” level, a “mid” level and a “low” level,
   - wherein, in a factorial space of the central composite design:
     - center points are defined by said “mid” levels of the respective significant process parameters, and
     - additional points for estimating curvature are defined at edges of the factorial space.

8. The method according to any of the preceding claims,
   - wherein determining the optimal values for each significant process parameter comprises: performing a Nelder-Mead optimization on a fitted regression model of the measured output response of the second plurality of experimental print runs in relation to the significant process parameters.
9. The method according to any of the preceding claims, further comprising a validation phase, comprising:
- determining a number of replicates required for each target output material property,
- based on the determined number of replicates, executing a third plurality of validation print runs using the determined optimal values of said significant process parameters,
- obtaining a third output response by measuring the target output material properties of each print run, and
- validating the optimization based on a comparison of the third output response with a defined prediction interval and/or confidence interval.

10. The method according to any of the preceding claims,
- wherein the AM process comprises a laser powder-bed fusion (LPBF) process.

11. The method according to claim 10,
- wherein the initial process parameters comprise at least one of: a pre-exposure parameter, a post-exposure parameter, a core parameter, and a skin parameter.

12. The method according to any of claims 10 and 11,
- wherein the set of initial process parameters comprise at least one qualitative parameter.

13. The method according to any of the preceding claims,
- wherein said set of target output material properties to be optimized comprises at least one of: density, hardness, roughness, mechanical yield strength, stiffness and fatigue life.
14. A method for manufacturing a part having optimized target output material properties by an AM process, comprising:
   - identifying and determining optimal values of significant process parameters that affect said target output material properties by a method according to any of the preceding claims, and
   - executing one or more production print runs via said AM process based on the determined optimal values of the significant process parameters.

15. A computer-readable storage medium comprising computer executable instructions that, when executed by at least one processor, perform a method comprising the steps of:
   - obtaining an initial set of process parameters and a set of target output material properties to be optimized, pertaining to an additive manufacturing (AM) process utilizing a specified process material,
   - generating a first experiment design applied to said initial set of process parameters and communicating a first set of instructions pertaining to the first experiment design, for executing a first plurality of experimental print runs,
   - obtaining a first output response by receiving a first set of measurement data comprising measured values of the target output material properties for each print run,
   - based on the first output response, determining, from said initial set of process parameters, a subset of significant process parameters that affect the target output material properties,
   - generating a second experiment design applied said subset of significant process parameters and communicating a second set of instructions pertaining to the second experiment design, for executing a second plurality of experimental print runs,
   - obtaining a second output response by receiving a second set of measurement data comprising measured values of the target output material properties for each print run, and
   - based on the second output response, determining optimal values for each significant process parameter in said subset of significant process parameters, for which a maximization or minimization of the target output material properties is predicted.
16. A system for additive manufacturing (AM) for printing a part from a specified process material, comprising:

- a computational module,

- an AM module communicatively coupled to the computational module, and being configured to print a part having a specified geometry by said AM process from said process material, in response to a set of instructions received from the computational module, and

- a measurement module comprising one or more measurement devices for measuring output material properties of a part printed by the AM module,

- wherein the computational module is configured to obtain a set of target output material properties to be optimized and an initial set of process parameters pertaining to the AM process,

- the system being configured to implement a screening phase, wherein:

  - the computational module is configured to generate a first experiment design applied to said initial set of process parameters and communicate a first set of instructions to the AM module,

  - the AM module is configured to execute a first plurality of experimental print runs based on the first set of instructions,

- the measurement module is configured to obtain a first set of measurement data by measuring the target output material properties for each print run, and

- the computational module is configured to obtain a first output response based the first set of measurement data received from the measurement module and, based on the first output response, determine, from said initial set of process parameters, a subset of significant process parameters that affect the target output material properties

- the system being further configured to implement an optimization phase, wherein:

  - the computational module is configured to generate a second experiment design applied said subset of significant process parameters and communicate a second set of instructions to the AM module,

  - the AM module is configured to execute a second plurality of experimental print runs based on the second set of instructions,
- the measurement module is configured to obtain a second set of measurement data by measuring the target output material properties of each print run, and

- the computational module is configured to obtain a second output response based the second set of measurement data received from the measurement module and, based on the second output response, determine optimal values for each significant process parameter in said subset of significant process parameters, for which a maximization or minimization of the target output material properties is predicted.
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